
2021 NEW STYLES



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Singature casting hinge

• Round cat eye shape

Materials

• Mazzucchelli acetate

 

Philosophy

Nothing says timeless like an abstract animal print 
pattern embedded within the layers of acetate. We love 
the variation of the acetate thickness of the front brow 
thickens as it thins down to the eyerim. This gives just the 
right mix of fashion and comfort.

Size

A 52 / B 41 / ED 53 / DBL 16 / TMPL 140

Colors

• 8002 - BLUE BROWN LEOPARD

• 8003 - BURGUNDY BROWN LEOPARD

Bello



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Singature casting hinge

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

Inspired by the most up to trend sizing and shapes, we 
channeled a bit of a 70’s vibe but scaled it back for modern 
appeal. The rich handmade acetates in contrasting colors 
give an extra dimension to the style.

Size

A 52 / B 46 / ED 53 / DBL 15 / TMPL 140

Colors

• 8291 - ROSE

• 8796 - PURPLE FADE

• 8810 - BLACK/WHITE TORTOISE

Bonnie



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Singature casting hinge

• 3 dimensional decor pieces

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

A timeless rectangle with handmade acetates, custom 
hardware such as hewn metal rivets and a metal hinge cap, 
exudes premium made-in-Japan workmanship.

Size

A 54 / B 39 / ED 60 / DBL 19 / TMPL 150

Colors

• 8241 - TORTOISE/BLACK

• 8300 - BLACK/GREY FADE

• 8967 - TORTOISE/BLUE FADE

Brimhall



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Singature casting hinge

• Keyhole bridge

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

This may be the most perfectly drawn round shape that 
fits many faces. The keyhole bridge and metal accents on 
the keyhole supplies the right measure of vintage inspired 
craftsmanship and unisex styling.

Size

A 50 / B 39 / ED 53 / DBL 18 / TMPL 145

Colors

• 8265 - STRATUS CLOUD/TORTOISE

• 8266 -TAUPE GREY FADE

Brunswick



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• Classic round shape

• Handmade style

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

Materials

• Custom Mazzucchelli acetates

• Metal hinge accent

 

Philosophy

As the temple opens and closes, the hinge craftsmanship is 
revealed for a beautiful touch on unmatched functionality. 
This fashion-forward shape looks spectacular on many 
faces. Hand-polished to perfection with the subtle, 
modern execution of the fleur-de-lis nestled on the temple 
tip, these frames embrace the clean beauty.

Size

A 47 / B 37 / ED 48 / DBL 21 / TMPL 145

Colors

• 8142 - STRATUS CLOUD/GREY DEMI

• 8180 - BRONZE/BLUE TORTOISE FADE

• 8523 - BLACK

Danbury



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• custom lamination

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

For the fashion forward crowd, this statement piece exudes 
a “look at me now” confidence. The beveled geometric 
shape with laminated contrasting colors is a stand out in 
the crowd.

Size

A 52 / B 43 / ED 53 / DBL 14 / TMPL 140

Colors

• 8165 - LEOPARD/BLACK

• 8227 - CRYSTAL

Darcy



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• Colorful acetate

• Generous rectangle

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

Materials

• Handmade acetate

Philosophy

These roomy, comfy frames are designed for inclusivity. 
The hardware, metal cap at the front is a rich detailing 
element that is inspired by artistry. A fashion-forward, 
artistically crafted piece of hardware with handmade 
plastic provides a superior fit and feel. The metal elements 
are accentuated by the rich colors that are brought forward, 
blending perfectly with the subtle, modern execution of 
the fleur-de-lis, which is nestled on the temple tip.

Size

A 54 / B 37 / ED 60 / DBL 19 / TMPL 150

Colors

• 8199 - MARITIME BLUE

• 8336 - CRYSTAL SAND

Falcon



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Mono block hinge

• Adjustable nose pads

Materials

• Titanium

 

Philosophy

Metals are gaining popularity and we proudly present one 
that fits just right and looks great on any faces. The hand 
applied tortoise detail on the eyerim instantly makes this 
style right.

Size

A 49 / B 41 / ED 50 / DBL 19 / TMPL 145

Colors

• 8140 - TORTOISE/GOLD

• 8187 - GREY/SILVER

Hilltop



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Adjustable nose pads

Materials

• Titanium

 

Philosophy

The made-in-Japan quality is a standout with extreme 
attention to detail. We especially like the mix of antique 
colors in complementary hues that update the vintage 
inspired styling. The coined detail adds a timeless texture 
to the temple. 

Size

A 48 / B 43 / ED 49 / DBL 19 / TMPL 145

Colors

• 8047 - BLACK/ANTIQUE GOLD

• 8597 - NAVY/SILVER

Jonquil



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Stamped casting hinge

Materials

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

This best selling shape perfectly accentuates your 
personality. The inspired color mix with rich tortoise 
fronts and airy transparent acetate temples, creates a fresh 
and inviting look. The signature Seraphin handmade 
craftsmanship makes this a timeless keeper. 

Size

A 52 / B 38 / ED 53 / DBL 15 / TMPL 140

Colors

• 8130 - PURPLE CRYSTAL/PURPLE HORN

• 8570 - BLACK/CRYSTAL

• 8571 - TORTOISE/CRYSTAL

Kelsey



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

• Singature casting hinge

Materials

• Premium acetate

• Titanium

 

Philosophy

The Lochmere features a vintage detail with a metal 
temple wire and cap that joins the rich acetate front to 
back. The rectangular eye shape with upswept corners is 
refreshing, imaginative and inspiring when combined 
with the color story.

Size

A 53 / B 39 / ED 59 / DBL 17 / TMPL 140

Colors

• 8275 - BLUSH/BLUSH TORTOISE/ROSE GOLD

• 8294 - BLUE TORTOISE/ICE/SILVER

Lochmere



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• Fine Italian acetates sourced from the best Italian 
companies such as Mazzucchelli and LAES

• OBE Injection Safety screw

• Stylish round shape and innovative cutting gives a 
modern edge. 

Materials

• Mix of suppliers

 

Philosophy

The timeless design makes this a great addition to your 
eyewear wardrobe, like other fine accessories. The made-
in-Japan quality exudes craftsmanship and attention to 
detail. The hand polishing creates a most luxurious finish.

Size

A 48 / B 43 / ED 49 / DBL 21 / TMPL 145

Colors

• 8038 - GREY CRYSTAL

• 8619 - OLIVE

• 8628 - BLACK/TORTOISE

Pinehurst



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• Combination of metal and acetate temple with rich 
metal cap detail between the material 

Materials

• Titanium

• Premium acetate

 

Philosophy

A clean rectangular shape front with the metal and acetate 
temple pair perfectly to showcase the rich attention to 
detail. The hand made acetate in rich colorways and a 
lightweight profile gives a vintage look with modern 
comfort.

Size

A 51 / B 39 / ED 57 / DBL 18 / TMPL 140

Colors

• 8295 - BLUE/TORTOISE/SILVER

• 8299 - BLACK/GREY/SILVER

Revere



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Flex uno spring hinge

• Handmade-in-Japan quality 

Materials

• Premium Mazzucchelli Italian acetate 

 

Philosophy

The generous fit size makes this a comfortable winning 
shape. The complimentary mix of acetate patterns and 
colors add dimension to the color story.

Size

A 54 / B 37 / ED 60 / DBL 15 / TMPL 145

Colors

• 8166 - LEOPARD

• 8337 - GREY CRYSTAL/GREY MARBLE

Sorelly



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• Combination metal and acetate styling

• Best-selling round shape

• OBE Injection Safety Screws

Materials

• Featuring Mazzucchelli Italian acetate

• Signature Seraphin hinge accent

 

Philosophy

An incredibly unique piece, this frame pulls from the spirit 
and feel of vintage and updates it in a modern, innovative 
way. The subtle combination between the metal bridge 
and the acetate is a contemporary approach that gestures 
to vintage love. There is a harmonious integration 
between the keyhole, metal bridge that seamlessly blends 
into acetate, creating an innovative style rarely seen in 
eyewear. The acetate portion of the frame’s layers color 
and sheer to provide a gradient texture.

Size

A 46 / B 41 / ED 47 / DBL 21 / TMPL 140

Colors

• 8000 - TEAL FADE

• 8001 - BROWN BLUE TORTOISE

• 8794 - BROWN FADE

Stauder



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety screw

• Vintage inspired styling

• Handmade-in-Japan quality with an attention to 
detail

• Premium titanium adds strength and lightweight 
comfort

Materials

• Premium titanium

 

Philosophy

We take inspiration from traditional made-in-Japan 
titanium designs and penned a shape that is distinctive 
and stylish. The elegant hand of the product speaks to the 
discerning individual.

Size

A 54 / B 34 / ED 55 / DBL 20 / TMPL 145

Colors

• 8576 - ANTIQUE SILVER

• 8577 - ANTIQUE GOLD

Tifton



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety screw 

• On-trend geometric shape

• Minimalist lightweight construction 

Materials

• Premium titanium

 

Philosophy

Thin line metals in geometric shapes are right in style, 
casting a new light on what looks right. The hand finished 
detailing is a standout.

Size

A 49 / B 41 / ED 50 / DBL 17 / TMPL 145

Colors

• 8304 - PALE GOLD

• 8578 - GOLD

View



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety screw 

• Handmade-in-Japan quality 

• Three barrel metal hinge

• Vintage inspired antique finish

• Lightweight and strong

Materials

• Premium titanium

 

Philosophy

Sometimes the basics aren’t so basic. A timeless round 
shape is an excellent standard in a wardrobe, especially if 
the shape has been penned with a masterful eye.

Size

A 49 / B 44 / ED 50 / DBL 20 / TMPL 145

Colors

• 8345 - BRONZE

• 8576 - ANTIQUE SILVER

Westridge



VTO AVAILABLE

Features

• OBE Injection Safety screw 

• Handmade-in-Japan quality 

• Cast rivets on the front

• Metal detailing at the temple end piece 

Materials

• Premium Mazzucchelli Italian acetate 

• Custom hardware

 

Philosophy

A great unisex shape with vintage inspired styling. The 
rich materials compliment the look and works well on 
many face shapes.

Size

A 54 / B 37 / ED 58 / DBL 19 / TMPL 145

Colors

• 8338 - TORTOISE/BLACK FADE

• 8339 - COCONUT TORTOISE/BLACK FADE

Yates
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